
Delegates serve as a connection between NASP and school psychologists practicing in 
diverse roles in their states. As delegate, how will you use your position to promote 
NASP’s professional positions and priority goals (e.g., promotion of the NASP Practice 
Model) at the state level and utilize your understanding of state issues to guide NASP’s 
strategic direction? 

Nevada’s school psychologists are experiencing some unique challenges.  We are facing a 
shortage of school psychologists.  School psychologists have just begun to be recognized as 
valued experts with legislators and other stakeholders.  Additionally, school psychologists are 
being evaluated by different criteria, depending on the school district for which they work.  As a 
Board member of the Nevada Association of School Psychologists, I have seen our organization 
take many strides to address these issues, and I am excited about the opportunity to collaborate 
with colleagues at the national level and advocate for our profession and our state on a larger 
scale. 

Shortages in school psychologists are a statewide concern.  Our state has only one university 
that offers coursework to prepare school psychologists to work in the field.  Nevada is unique in 
that aside from two large metropolitan areas, practitioners are spread sparsely throughout the 
state.  Due to current shortages, school psychologists have large caseloads, some with 
upwards of 2000 students. As a NASP delegate, I will present these challenges to NASP 
leadership.  As a state, we need to collaborate with NASP leadership to strategize how best to 
recruit new and veteran school psychologists. 

While I was excited to see that school climate and mental health were considered to be critical 
hallmarks of student performance within Every Student Succeeds Act of 2015 (ESSA), I was 
disappointed to see few mentions of the need for mental health supports or the services school 
psychologists provide schools in Nevada’s interpretation of ESSA.  While academic 
achievement and graduation rates are important, it is critical for school psychologists to have a 
say in future legislation.  As the NASP delegate, I will be in regular contact with our state’s 
legislators and will ensure they are aware of the particular skillsets that school psychologists 
offer schools and the communities.  Advocacy for our profession and for our students is critical.  
As the NASP delegate, I hope to attend NASP’s Public Policy Institute and will encourage 
Nevada school psychologists to attend as well to be active participants in legislation. 

Nevada has taken a positive step in piloting a new evaluation matrix for school psychologists.  
This tool, based on the NASP practice model, shapes the practices of school psychologists. It 
also protects and strengthens our profession, since in the past, some school psychologists have 
been evaluated on the teacher’s evaluation matrix.  As the delegate, I will work closely with the 
NVASP board and NASP officials and practitioners to inform schools and evaluators of the 
NASP practice model and to communicate the crucial role school psychologists play in providing 
comprehensive services to students.  

I have seen many exciting changes in the year I have served on the NVASP Board.  As 
Nevada’s NASP delegate, I will work with stakeholders to make them aware of the services we 
offer students and advocate for our voices in legislative decision-making processes.  


